Northern Lights Quest of Iceland
Select dates

January, February, October, November 2023

Fratelli & Company Group Travel
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www.fratelliandcompany.com
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D_[r Fri_n^s,
Ov_r th_ p[st 30 y_[rs, Fr[t_lli & Comp[ny, GTC h[s prim[rily \__n th_ purv_yors of group tours. W_ [r_
pl_[s_^ to t_ll you th[t w_’v_ _m\[rk_^ on [ n_w [^v_ntur_! W_ h[v_ p[rtn_r_^ up with CIE Tours to \ring
you “Gu[r[nt__^ D_p[rtur_s.” Th_s_ trips off_r fl_xi\ility [s th_y run multipl_ tim_s throughout th_ y_[r.
W_ hop_ you will join on_ of our n_w [^v_ntur_s. W_ [r_ pl_[s_^ to pr_s_nt this \_[utiful tour [s our
first— I]_l[n^—[ tru_ g_m in th_ North @tl[nti].
B_st Wish_s,
Louis & Mi]h_l_

2023 NORTHERN LIGHTS QUEST OF ICEL@ND
6 D@YS/5 NIGHTS / 10 ME@LS
Day 1: Reykjavik Panoramic Tour| Perlan Observation Deck | Northern Lights
Quest Your tour starts in your hotel at 2:00 PM. Discover
capital city Reykjavik on a panoramic tour, experiencing its
charming architecture and beautiful, brightly colored
rooftops. Visit the Perlan Observation Deck to see
magnificent 360º views of the city and its surroundings.
Return to your hotel for a welcome drink and canapés with
your group, followed by free time for dinner on your own.
Then head out from the city on a drive for your Northern
Lights quest, watching for the aurora borealis

Day 2: Golden Circle | Secret Lagoon | Fridheimar Tomato Farm
Head out on the famed Golden Circle, starting with the spectacular
Thingvellir National Park, a meeting place of old Icelandic clans. It is also
where the Eurasian and North American tectonic plates meet above
ground. Journey to the Secret Lagoon: small and intimate, it’s where savvy
travelers go to enjoy the Icelandic spa experience. Don’t forget your
swimsuit! Enjoy a lunch in the greenhouse of Fridheimar Tomato Farm.
Then it’s on to the Strokkur Geyser, which erupts every 10 minutes. Stop
at Gullfoss Waterfall, one of the most photographed spots in all of Iceland.
Move on to your hotel below the Hekla volcano and enjoy dinner with
your group. After dark, you might soak in the hotel’s outdoor hot tub while
watching for the Northern Lights. (B, L, D )

Day 3: LAVA Center | Skogar Folk Museum | Skogafoss Waterfall | Black Sand Beach
Visit the LAVA Center to learn about Iceland’s volcanoes, and how their eruptions and lava flows have shaped the
country over time. Visit the Skogar Folk Museum to explore Iceland’s cultural heritage and learn about the lives of
Iceland’s early settlers through an array of tools, books, and handicrafts.
See the Skogafoss Waterfall nearby and then Reynisfjara’s black sand
beach and rock formations. Dine tonight at your hotel, which is perfectly
situated for Northern Lights viewing; it offers wake-up service if the
lights are visible after bed time. (B, D)
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Day 4 – Jokulsarlon Glacier Lagoon | Diamond Beach | Skaftafell Wilderness Area
Visit the Skaftafell Wilderness Area and view some of its wonders: glaciers, waterfalls, a snow-capped volcano and
lava fields. Savor lunch with a view of the surrounding countryside at the Fosshotel Glacier Lagoon. Visit the
Jökulsárlón Glacier Lagoon, where bright blue and white icebergs dot the waters. Head to nearby Diamond Beach
and marvel at glistening natural ice sculptures on the black sands. Return to your accommodation and dine
independently this evening. (B, L )

Day 5 – Seljalandsfoss | Reykjavik | The Blue Lagoon
Journey to the beautiful Seljalandsfoss Waterfall where, weather permitting, the
surefooted can walk the trail that takes you behind the 60-meter falls. Travel
back to Reykjavik, possibly visiting any itinerary sights you might have missed due
to weather. Spend the rest of the afternoon independently exploring the city. In
the evening, visit the Blue Lagoon, a geothermal spa in a man-made lake
surrounded by lava fields; share in a farewell dinner and lagoon entry with your
group. (B, D)

Day 6 – Reykjavic/New York
Unfortunately, all good things come to an end and our tour ends with many pleasant and wonderful memories of a
land little known to most of the world. We depart with a better understanding of the proud lives and country of our
Viking neighbors to the north east.(B)
The itinerary and all visits are weather dependent, and the Northern Lights are elusive and unpredictable.

B: Breakfast; L: Lunch; D: Dinner
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INCLUDED:
PORTERAGE OF ONE BAG AT HOTELS
FULL DAILY BREAKFAST (except Day 1)
ALL ON TOUR TRANSPORTATION INCLUDING SHUTTLES AND FERRIES
WELCOME GET TOGETHER DRINK WITH YOUR GROUP
FREE WI-FI ON COACHES SO YOU CAN STAY CONNECTED ALONG THE WAY
DOCUMENTS WALLET
RAIN PONCHO
TRAVEL ADAPTER
BACKPACK TO KEEP YOU ORGANIZED
LUGGAGE STRAP AND TAGS
ALL LOCAL TAXES, HOTEL SERVICE CHARGES & HANDLING OF ONE SUITCASE PER PERSON
EXCLUDED:
ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS TO US AIRPORTS
PASSPORTS and/or VISA FEES
GRATUITIES to DRIVER, GUIDES, TOUR ESCORTS
PORTERAGE IN AIRPORTS
ITEMS OF PERSONAL NATURE (Laundry, telephone calls, room service, etc)
BEVERAGES at MEALS UNLESS LISTED IN THE ITINERARY
CITY HOTEL STAY TAXES - $40 USD for entire trip.

Travel to European Countries in the Schengen Area
Entry into any of the 26 European countries in the Schengen area for short-term tourism, a business trip,
or in transit to a non-Schengen destination, requires that your passport be valid for at least three months
beyond your intended date of departure. Because many Schengen countries assume all travelers will stay
the full three months allowed for visa-free visitors, we recommend that U.S. citizens:
•
•
•

Have at least six month’s validity remaining on your passport whenever you travel abroad.
Check the expiration date on your passport carefully before traveling to Europe.
Carry your passport with you at all times in Europe. ID must be shown upon request by Government
officials anytime in the Schengen areas.
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AIRFARE & TRANSFERS
We will be pleased to assist you in booking your flights from the USA to Reykjavik. If you are booking “your own” air, please contact us for the air schedule. Transatlantic departure flights must be
booked at least one day earlier than your first confirmed hotel date.
INSURANCE
Many times we are asked about travel insurance. We, unless licensed by the State of New Jersey,
cannot sell you insurance of any kind. There are several options that you can research such as;
AARP Members, AAA Members, check your “homeowner’s policies” for travel provisions, other organizations to which you may be a member, or check online at https://www.insuremytrip.com/ .
This web site will give you comparisons from which to choose.
PASSPORTS
Make two copies of all of your travel documents (passports picture page) in case of an emergency
or loss and leave one with a trusted friend or relative.

For up-to-date CDC travel recommendations
please visit www.cdc.gov/travel
TRAVELING TO ICELAND
At the time of printing, (July 22, 2022) there are no COVID-19 related requirements in
place for entering the country. As always, a passport is required for international travel.

2023 North_rn Lights Qu_st of I]_l[n^
J[nu[ry 8-13 (SG)

$2,965

J[nu[ry 29-F_\ru[ry 3

$2,315

F_\ru[ry 12-17 (SG)

$2,615

F_\ru[ry 26-M[r]h 3 (SG) $2,395
O]to\_r 1-6 (SG)

$3,045

O]to\_r 8-13

$2,595

O]to\_r 29-Nov_m\_r 3

$2,595

Iceland Coat of Arms

Pri]_s [r_ p_r p_rson \[s_^ on ^ou\l_ o]]up[n]y. L[n^ only
Singl_ suppl_m_nt [^^ $760
SG - Sm[ll group m[ximum of 26 tot[l gu_sts
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FOR FURTHER INFO CALL
Fratelli & Company Group Travel
E-mail — michele@fratelliandcompany.com – tel. or fax (908)766-8994
Please fill in all areas and sign the last page of this application.

Land Package - Prices (located on page 5) are per person (double occupancy)
Airfare: (see page 5 “Airfare & Transfers”)
Price quoted is based on payments made by check or cash only. For credit cards please add 3.50%
RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR DEPOSIT — PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

North_rn Lights Qu_st of I]_l[n^
________________________________ (please fill in)
Name as it appears on passport: _______________________________________________Male_______ Female _______
Street Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:________________________________________________________________________________________
Home Tel: _________________Mobile or Work Tel: ____________________Email:________________________________
Date of Birth: ___________________________Place of Birth: (City, State, Nation)____________________________________
US CITIZENS
U S Passport #:___________________________________________Expiration Date:______________________________
FOREIGN NATIONALS
Foreign Passport # ___________________Expiration Date__________ Alien Registration # (Green Card)_____________
If you DO NOT have a passport at this time, please indicate, then provide to the tour operator/tour organizer with the
passport info ASAP.
I wish to room with:___________________________________________
Private Accommodations or Single Room:________+ Single Supplement Fee $760
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
Fratelli & Co. GTC , 26 Pill Hill Road, Bernardsville, NJ 07924
$250. Per person. Deposit due with this application
Balance in Full Due 60 days prior to departure date.
Will you be taking Travel Insurance? It is recommended. Yes____ / No ____ Your travel professional can assist you.
EMERGENCY CONTACT INFO: Please provide one or 2 Names and telephone numbers in case of an emergency.
1. _________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Optional) Do you have any SEVERE FOOD or MEDICATION ALLERGIES: - Please list below or on separate sheet.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
DEPOSIT PAYMENTS: A non-refundable deposit of $250 per person is required for all guided coach vacation packages, Classic Itineraries with Driver and all self-drive vacations. Deposits are
required within 5 days of making the reservation or the quote will automatically expire. Certain exclusive promotions may require higher deposits or payment in full. Group and custom
private driver deposits vary and are governed by individual contracts.
FINAL PAYMENTS: Full payment must be made no later than 70 days prior to departure date for vacation packages, self-drive trips and private driver vacations. If payment is not received as scheduled, the reservation will automatically cancel, and the land deposit payment will be forfeited.
CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS: We accept most major credit cards. Travel Agents making payment on behalf of a client must provide us with the cardholder’s information, including billing
address and telephone number and must have the cardholder’s signature on file.
EXCLUSIONS: All items of a personal nature (room service, beverages, telephone charges, laundry, etc.) and meals not specified on the tour itinerary are not included in the cost of the
tour and must be paid by the client.
TIPS: Tips for personal services and to tour directors and drivers are not included in tour cost and left to the discretion of the traveler.
CANCELLATION PENALTIES: Penalties per person apply: 70 or more days prior to departure forfeiture of deposit; 69-16 days prior 30% per person; 15-8 days prior 50% per person; 7-1
days prior 90% per person; on day of departure 100% per person. If clients cancel from one tour and rebooks on another tour or another date, cancellation penalties will apply. Group
and custom private driver cancellations policies vary and are governed by individual contracts.
NOTIFICATION OF CANCELLATIONS: CIE Tours must be notified of cancellations either by phone or via email to helpdesk@cietours.com prior to tour departure. It is the client’s responsibility to ensure that any notification of cancellation is received by CIE Tours and notification shall be deemed to have taken place on the date of receipt by CIE Tours. Minimum cancellation penalty is the deposit amount.
B&B CANCELLATIONS: Any B&B accommodations booked using open B&B vouchers purchased from CIE Tours must be cancelled directly through Bed & Breakfast Ireland’s website or
with the homeowners.
AIR BOOKINGS & CANCELLATIONS: Terms of airfare purchased through CIE Tours are governed by each airline’s individual policies. As each airline’s cancellation conditions vary, details
should be requested at time of booking, or check the airline’s website for their cancellation policy. In all cases, non-refundable airfare and instant purchase tickets are not eligible for
refund.
CIE TOURS CANCELLATIONS: If it becomes necessary for any reason for CIE Tours to cancel a trip prior to departure, including but not limited to cancellations occasioned by governmental actions or restrictions or the unavailability of travel, CIE Tours will immediately rebook the guest on a future departure date at no additional land cost or provide a voucher for Future
Travel Credit. CIE Tours cannot accept responsibility for any additional costs or fees related to a cancelled tour booking or for any cancellation penalties due to non-refundable airfares.
Travelers specifically agree and acknowledge that these are their sole remedies, and specifically agree not to dispute or challenge credit card or debit card charges related to such travel.
FUTURE TRAVEL CREDITS: Any Future Travel Credits issued will be in the value of the amount paid for the land portion of the trip. The Future Travel Credit is not redeemable for cash
under any circumstances but can be transferred to another person.
UNUSED TOUR ARRANGEMENTS: CIE Tours cannot make refunds or exchanges for unused accommodations, services or features of any tour unless agreed upon in writing prior to departure.
VACATION PACKAGES REVISION FEE: Revisions to vacation packages, excluding cancellations and/or tour date changes, can be made after the original booking has been processed but
will incur a $50 handling fee per booking in addition to any applicable cancellation penalties. All revisions must be requested at least 30 days prior to departure. Changes to group and
custom private driver vacations are governed by individual contracts.
BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
LEGAL NAMES: Traveler names provided must match names listed on traveler passports exactly. Spelling corrections requested after deposit has been applied to the reservation will
incur additional fees.
PASSPORTS & VISAS: It is the travelers’ responsibility to obtain the correct travel documentation (passport, visa, identifications) for the destination(s) to be visited. Passports must be
valid for at least 6 months beyond the completion of travel.
TRAVEL ITINERARIES/DOCUMENTS/TRAVEL PACKS: Documents and travel packs for U.S. guests are usually mailed approximately 30 days prior to departure provided full payment has
been received. If documents are required earlier, CIE Tours needs sufficient notice to arrange for early delivery by regular service. For guests residing outside of North America, electronic
itineraries/travel documents will be provided and your travel pack will be waiting for you at your first hotel.
TRAVEL PROTECTION PLAN: CIE Tours’ Travel Protection Plan, offered to U.S. guests through Generali, is optional, but highly recommended. When you purchase this Travel Protection
Plan within 14 days of the initial deposit/payment for your trip, the CIE Tours’ Travel Protection Plan offered to U.S. guests permits you to cancel your trip up to 24 hours prior to your
scheduled departure for a specified reason for cash reimbursement and up to 24 hours before your scheduled departure for any reason not otherwise specified for reimbursement in
the form of travel vouchers. The Plan also protects you and your belongings while on your trip. Travel Arrangements must be purchased from CIE Tours to be eligible for reimbursement. Terms and conditions for group insurance vary.
ACCOMMODATIONS: CIE Tours reserves the right to substitute hotels for accommodations in similar categories. In the event that a specified hotel in certain destinations is unavailable due
to limited hotel inventory, CIE Tours will make every effort to re-accommodate the booking to a hotel of a similar category. When booking pre- and post- stay nights, we provide estimated
rates based on standard hotel availability. At the time that the hotel confirms the booking, the rate may increase based on seasonality and availability
AIR TRANSPORTATION: CIE Tours offers special airfares when combined with our land arrangements. These special airfares are subject to availability and cannot be guaranteed until
paid in full. Airfares are inclusive of all fuel, taxes and fees. Client must ensure that the name on the CIE Tours’ invoice matches the passport, as corrections or changes requested after
reservation has been made are subject to cancellation or change fees. Airfares are guaranteed once they have been paid in full unless the airfare quoted at time of reservation is instant
purchase which is only valid if paid in full and ticketed. CIE Tours is not responsible for penalties incurred for tickets, international or domestic, not issued by CIE Tours due to schedule
and/or flight changes.
VISITS, ENTERTAINMENT, ITINERARIES AND OTHER FEATURES: CIE Tours reserves the right to substitute visits, entertainment and other features when establishments are closed or
cannot be visited for reasons beyond our control, or for the general convenience of safety of the travelers.
MEDICAL & HEALTH
CIE Tours does not employ medical personnel. Any necessary medical attention must be sought at a local facility, if available, at the guest’s expense. CIE Tours is not responsible or liable for
losses or costs incurred due to a required quarantine or other restriction or limitation of travel, unavailability of medical services, or medical services obtained while traveling, or for the
quality of the care or services received. You are encouraged to purchase medical insurance that will cover you while traveling as your regular health insurance benefits may not apply
abroad.
CIE Tours reserves the right to remove or quarantine any passenger who shows signs of illness, or who poses a threat to the safety and health of other passengers. Removal or quarantine of
passengers for any health, safety, or behavior-related assessment is at the sole discretion of CIE Tours. Passengers will be allowed to rejoin CIE Tours with confirmed medical certification
from a licensed health practitioner indicating that they are fit to travel without causing harm or posing a safety threat to other passengers.
TRAVELERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Clients who require physical assistance or special accommodations of any kind must advise CIE Tours at time of booking and must travel with a qualified and physically able travel companion
to provide such assistance. CIE Tours will make reasonable attempts to accommodate the special needs of disabled travelers but is not responsible in the event it is unable to do so. Neither
CIE Tours nor its drivers or guides provide personal services (such as pushing a wheelchair, assisting with walking, etc.) and CIE Tours does not provide individual assistance to a vacation
participant for walking, getting on and off motorized coaches, and other vehicles, entering/exiting attractions or other personal needs. As coaches are not equipped with wheelchair ramps,
all tour members must be able to mount 3 or 4 steps into coach. Motorized scooters are unsuitable for the majority of our vacation packages but may be possible for private driver vacations.
If CIE Tours is not notified at time of reservation of any disability requiring special attention, CIE Tours reserves the right to cancel your booking or terminate your vacation if your special
needs or disabilities are not suitable for the vacation, pose a threat to the health and safety of other participants or CIE Tours staff, are incompatible with other travelers, or if you are not
traveling with a companion who provides all the assistance you require. CIE Tours reserves the right not to refund or cover any costs or expenses incurred for cancellation, booking, or termination of the vacation.
CIE Tours is not responsible for denial of services by carriers, hotels, restaurants, or other independent suppliers, nor any additional expenses incurred. Due to space restrictions, passengers
wishing to take wheelchairs, oxygen tanks or other assistive devices must send a request in writing for approval prior to booking
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Terms & Conditions Continued
CHILDREN/YOUNG ADULTS: CIE Tours vacations are recommended for ages 8 and older. Those aged 8 to 17 are charged 90% of the full adult rate and must travel with an adult. Unaccompanied travelers must be at least 18 years of age. Youth discounts vary for group and custom private driver bookings.
LUGGAGE: Handling of one piece of luggage per person is included in the cost of all coach tours. Size should not exceed 30 x 20 x 10 inches and weight should be under 50 lbs. Luggage is
carried at owner’s risk throughout the tour unless insured. Trunk space in self-drive cars is limited so pack lightly, preferably using soft-sided suitcases. Airlines impose their own restrictions, with which clients must comply. Please check with your carrier regarding luggage restrictions and costs.
PHOTOGRAPHY ON TOUR: Occasionally CIE Tours will use photographs and/or video taken by fellow guests or your CIE Tour Director on tour for print, online, or other promotional
media purposes. If you prefer that your image not be used in any marketing activities, please notify your CIE Tour Director at the start of your trip.
SMOKING POLICY: Smoking (including e-cigarettes) is not permitted on any motor coach.
CAR RENTAL CATEGORIES: Car rental companies reserve the right to substitute cars for other models in similar category.
CREDIT CARD HOLD: To cover incidentals, Hertz will place a hold on your credit card when no insurance is purchased. The amount depends on the type of vehicle rented. This will be
released at the end of the rental period provided there is no damage to vehicle.
INSURANCE: Our basic Hertz car rental price includes unlimited mileage, current local taxes, airport location service charges (LSC), third party liability, theft protection (TP) and collision
damage waiver (CDW), which indemnifies the driver against damage to the rental car. Damage excess deductible amounts are not covered by CDW and range from €1,600-€3,000 depending on car rented.
SUPER COLLISION DAMAGE WAIVER (SCDW): To guard against potential financial exposure from CDW coverage, the driver may purchase SCDW at time of rental. Daily cost: €19.30€35.00. DRIVER/BAGGAGE PROTECTION (DBP/PAI): Daily cost: €5.50.
ADDITIONAL CHARGES: Any optional charges that are accepted must be paid at time of rental. Driver is responsible for all gasoline, parking fees and tolls.
AGE LIMITS: Driver’s under the age of 22 and older than 80 are prohibited from renting cars from Hertz. Drivers aged 23-24 years are restricted to car types A, B & E and pay a daily
surcharge of €26.00. Drivers 76-79 will require a letter from a licensed physician issued 1 month prior to the scheduled trip, stating that the traveler has been in good health for at least
12 months, along with a letter from your insurance company that says they have not been involved in any incidents in the past 5 years and must drive regularly and hold a current motor
insurance policy.
EXTRA DRIVER(S) SUPPLEMENT: Daily cost per driver: €10.00 paid directly to Hertz at time of pickup.
DRIVER’S LICENSE: Drivers must hold a current national license valid for at least two years or more at the time of rental.
OTHER TERMS
RESPONSIBILITY: CIE Tours International Inc., its employees, directors, officers and shareholders (collectively, “CIE Tours”) does not own or operate any person or entity which would
provide goods or services for your trip, including, for example, lodging facilities, transportation companies, local ground operators, including, without limitation, various entities which
may utilize the name CIE or CIE Tours guides, entertainment, food or drink service providers, equipment suppliers, etc. As a result, CIE Tours is not liable for any negligent or willful act or
failure to act of any such person or entity. In addition, CIE Tours is not liable for any negligent or willful act or failure to act of any person or entity it does not own or control, nor for any
act or inaction of any other third parties not under its control. You may see the name CIE Tours, CIE Tours International, or CIE affixed to motor vehicles, on signs around the hotel or
elsewhere. This use of those names is for reasons of identification and does not denote ownership, supervision, or control by CIE Tours in any way. Without limitation CIE Tours is not
liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental damage, injury, death, loss, accident, delay, inconvenience or irregularity of any kind which may be occasioned by reason of
any act or omission beyond its control, including, without limitation any willful or negligent act, failure to act, breach of contract or violation of local law or regulation of any third party
such as an airline, train, hotel, bus, taxi, van, local ground handler or guide, financial default or insolvency of any supplier which is, to, or does supply any goods or services for this trip.
CIE Tours is not liable for any loss, injury, death or inconvenience due to delay or changes in schedule, overbooking of accommodation, default, insolvency or bankruptcy of any third
party, attacks by animals, sickness, the lack of appropriate medical care, evacuation to same, if necessary, weather, strikes, acts of God or government, acts of terrorism, or the threat
thereof, force majeure, war, quarantine, epidemics or pandemics including COVID-19 or the threat thereof, criminal activity, or any other cause beyond its control. CIE Tours reserves the
right at its sole discretion to alter an itinerary as it may deem necessary or advisable. CIE Tours reserves the right at its sole discretion to decline to accept or retain any passenger on any
of its tours if it deems accepting or retaining any such person would be detrimental to the tour. In the event any passenger is removed from a trip, CIE Tours’ only obligation is to refund
to that person that portion of the payment allocable to unused services. Each provision of this clause is severable and if any provision is held to be illegal, void or unenforceable in whole
or in part, the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not be affected or impaired. Changes in these Terms and Conditions can be made only in writing
signed by an officer of CIE Tours. Prior to full payment there is a potential for a price increase(s) due to fuel surcharges imposed by airlines or other suppliers, as well as the potential for
increases in government-levied taxes and fees. Once full payment is made, there will be no price increases. Passengers may accelerate full payment to avoid any price increases. Once
issued, airlines tickets are no longer subject to potential increases but are subject to cancellation fees and penalties and may be fully non-refundable.
BINDING ARBITRATION: Any disputes concerning this contract, the brochure or other literature about your trip or the trip itself shall be resolved solely and exclusively by binding arbitration according to the then current commercial rules of the American Arbitration Association. Any such arbitration will take place in Morris County, New Jersey. In any such arbitration,
the substantive (but not procedural) law of Delaware will apply. The arbitrator and not any federal, state, or local court or agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute
relating to the interpretation, applicability, enforceability, conscionability, or formation of this contract, including but not limited to any claim that all or any part of this contract is void
or voidable.
PRICE VALIDITY: All rates on the website are quoted on a per person, double occupancy basis. For 2022 tours, rates are valid through December 31, 2022, and are calculated on currency
rates and fares existing on June 1, 2021; rates for 2023 tours are calculated on currency rates and fares existing on June 1, 2022 and are subject to change. Unless otherwise indicated, all
prices are shown in U.S. dollars. CIE Tours reserves the right to alter prices at any time without prior notice if circumstances so warrant. Any devaluation or revaluation of currencies may
affect published prices.
ERRORS & OMISSIONS: While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of information in our brochures, on our website or communicated by our reservation staff, errors or omissions
are possible and CIE Tours is not responsible for such error. If a mistake is made in billing, we reserve the right to correct the invoice and you will be responsible for proper payment.
DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY: CIE Tours respects your privacy and is committed to protecting it. We collect and use data relating to you in order to deal with your query or complete
your order. This personal data may include your name, date of birth, contact details and bank details. We use your personal data to create a booking file, to process your order and to
administer your tour. We collect your personal data in order to comply with our legal obligations and to perform any contract that we enter into with you. Where relevant for your booking, we may disclose your personal data to other organizations, such as transport providers, tour guides and hotel. Your data may be transferred outside of the European Economic
Area. For further information about our privacy practices, please refer to our privacy policy.

I have read terms and conditions of the tour and accept them. I represent I am not physically or emotionally
challenged and I am able to meet the physical demands required by this tour.

________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________
signature:
date:
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